Goldwater supporters form MITSG; group to set up recruiting booth

MIT students interested in promoting the cause of U. S. Senator Barry M. Goldwater are invited to join and support the MIT Students for Goldwater, a newly-formed group being organized by David F. Nolan '60 and George A. Randall '61.

The MITSG, working in conjunction with the National Draft Goldwater Committee, will conduct pro-Goldwater promotional activities throughout the school year. Those interested in active participation should contact David Nolan or George Randall at X-256.

Jerry's Barber Shop
For that Professional Look...
Go to Jerry's
282 MASS. AVE. 2 Blocks from MIT
IN THE CAMBRIDGE INN
UN 4-6168

Progress in the Bell System...

SWIMS...
ORBITS...
BEAMS...
FLASHERS...
PUSHES...
PULSES...
TALKS...
WINKS...
BLINKS...

AND LIVES AND BREATHES...

Progress takes many shapes in the Bell System. And among the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient to make things happen for their companies and themselves. There are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing phone business.

Kibitzer
By MICHAEL LINNA

West East
J 9 5 4 4 2 2
Q J 9 0 9 9 0
A 8 7 6
J 3 2 4 4 3
North
A 8 7 6 5
Q J 9 8 7
R Q K
A K 10 9 8
A 7 6
South
K Q 2 2 2 2

Progress in the Bell System...

the most clever is neither the quietest nor the most endearing nor the most tactful, but rather some clever maneuvering. The score is an open one, changing hands at random. Reeves and his partner did not always have advantage, even in trick one, but in the end, the obvious was the correct choice.
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